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ABSTRACT
We present a fast (≪ 1 s per profile) inversion code for solar Ca ii lines. The code uses an archive
of spectra that are synthesized prior to the inversion under the assumption of local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE). We show that it can be successfully applied to spectrograph data or more sparsely
sampled spectra from two-dimensional spectrometers. From a comparison to a non-LTE inversion of
the same set of spectra, we derive a first-order non-LTE correction to the temperature stratifications
derived in the LTE approach. The correction factor is close to unity up to log τ ∼ −3 and increases
to values of 2.5 and 4 at log τ = −6 in the quiet Sun and the umbra, respectively.
Subject headings: line: profiles – methods: data analysis – Sun: chromosphere – Sun: photosphere
Online-only material: animations, color figures
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main problems in the analysis of observa-
tional data in solar physics is how to extract the physi-
cal properties of the solar atmosphere. These can be ei-
ther the thermodynamic state of the atmosphere, namely,
temperature, density, mass motions or the number of all
available degrees of freedom, or the vector magnetic field.
For spectroscopic and spectropolarimetric observations
of the solar photosphere, several methods with a differ-
ing degree of sophistication exist. These range from sim-
ple proxies such as the location of line cores of spectral
lines for a determination of the velocity to complex ap-
proaches such as a detailed modeling of the solar atmo-
sphere. The latter approach is the backbone of so-called
inversion codes that do not try to derive information di-
rectly from the observations, but instead use a model of
the solar atmosphere to reproduce the observations.
For solar photospheric spectra several inversion
codes are available. The most basic ones use
the Milne-Eddington (ME) approximation that pro-
vides an analytic solution of the radiative transfer
equation (Skumanich & Lites 1987; Socas-Navarro et al.
2001; Lites et al. 2007; Borrero et al. 2011, 2014).
The ME approximation can be improved by em-
ploying the condition of local thermodynamic equi-
librium (LTE) instead, which is used in, e.g., the
Stokes Inversion based on Response functions code
(SIR; Ruiz Cobo & del Toro Iniesta 1992) or the Stokes-
Profiles INversion-O-Routines (SPINOR; Frutiger et al.
2000; Berdyugina et al. 2003). Additional improvements
and/or modification to such LTE inversion codes were
a more rigid approach to find the best fit from an ab-
solute minimum in the χ2 surface using Bayesian meth-
ods (Asensio Ramos et al. 2007, 2012) or the inclusion of
spatially distributed information (van Noort 2012).
The LTE condition breaks down in the upper so-
lar photosphere and in the solar chromosphere. Com-
pared with the available inversion codes for photo-
spheric data, there are fewer chromospheric non-LTE
inversion codes, with often also an additional restric-
tion to specific spectral lines (e.g., Tziotziou et al. 2001;
Teplitskaya & Grigoryeva 2009). The most general ap-
proach is used in the Non-LTE Inversion COde using
the Lorien Engine (NICOLE; Socas-Navarro et al. 2000,
2014) that was recently released1. The HAnle and ZEe-
man Light (HAZEL; Asensio Ramos et al. 2008) inver-
sion code is more aimed at the determination of magnetic
field properties for specific spectral lines.
One major drawback of more sophisticated inversion
approaches that include more realistic physics (ME–
LTE–NLTE) is the required computational effort. A ME
inversion of several thousand profiles can be done in a
few minutes, LTE codes commonly need a few seconds
per profile to be inverted, while NLTE codes can require
up to a few minutes per profile. This has hindered the
regular application of inversion codes to most chromo-
spheric observations. Near real-time results on the chro-
mospheric thermal structure and its evolution, e.g., in
active regions could be helpful for improving flare pre-
diction capabilities. Here, we present a fast inversion
code for solar chromospheric Ca ii lines that could be
extended to other lines as well. We note that for the hy-
1 https://github.com/hsocasnavarro/NICOLE/
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Fig. 1.— Overview of the FOV. Left/right panel: line-wing and
line-core image of one spectral scan of Ca 854.2 nm with IBIS.
drogen Balmer Hα line, no corresponding analysis tools
are available to date.
2. OBSERVATIONS
We observed the leading spot of NOAA 12002 on
March 13, 2014, from about UT 20:37 to UT 21:00 simul-
taneously with the Interferometric BI-dimensional Spec-
trometer (IBIS, imaging spectrometer; Cavallini 2006;
Reardon & Cavallini 2008) and the SPectropolarimeter
for Infrared and Optical Regions (SPINOR, slit spec-
trograph; Socas-Navarro et al. 2006). The sunspot was
located at x, y ∼ 40′′,−180′′ at a heliocentric angle of
about 12 degrees. Figure 1 shows an overview image of
the sunspot. It harbored a distinct light bridge (LB) that
separated its umbra into two umbral cores.
With IBIS, we sampled the chromospheric spectral
lines of Ca ii IR at 854.2 nm (in the following Ca
854.2 nm) and Hα at 656nm. IBIS used an exposure time
of 80ms and sequentially scanned Ca 854.2 nm and Hα
with a non-equidistant sampling of 27 wavelength points
for each line. The spectral sampling was about 4 (40) pm
pixel−1 at the line core (wing) covering a range from
853.93 to 854.48nm. The spatial sampling was 0.′′098
inside a circular field of view (FOV) of about 70Mm di-
ameter. IBIS obtained 63 individual scans through the
spectral lines during the observing sequence at a cadence
of about 13 s and under mediocre seeing conditions.
With SPINOR, we obtained Stokes vector polarimetry
of He i at 1083nm and Ca ii IR at 854.2 nm, and spectro-
scopic data of Hα. We scanned the FOV with 200 steps
of 0.′′3 step width. The exposure time per modulation
state in SPINOR was 100ms and the signal was inte-
grated over about 5 s at each step. The spatial sampling
along the slit was 0.′′366 and the spectral sampling was
5.85pm pixel−1 for Ca 854.2 nm. The full wavelength
window covered a range from 852.92 to 855.90nm. In-
dividual spectra from both instruments are displayed in
Figures 9 and 10.
3. INVERSION OF CA 854.2 NM SPECTRA
3.1. Assuming Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium
All spectroscopic data in Ca 854.2 nm from either
SPINOR or IBIS were inverted with a modified version
of the inversion code for Ca ii lines that assumes LTE
and that is described in detail in Beck et al. (2013a,b)
and Beck et al. (2014). We improved the generation of
the pre-calculated spectral archive by enforcing hydro-
statical equilibrium of the perturbed temperature strat-
ifications prior to the spectral synthesis. This was done
with the program “optical” that is part of the SIR code.
The LTE inversion code finds the best match to an ob-
served profile of a Ca ii line by a comparison to all of the
about 240,000 archive spectra and subsequently retrieves
the corresponding temperature stratification. Beck et al.
(2013b), Beck et al. (2014) and the Appendix discuss the
accuracy that can be achieved in the reproduction of ob-
served profiles.
For the SPINOR spectra, about 180 wavelength points
were overlapping with those of the archive spectra. The
IDL code required about 0.8 s per profile on a quad-core
2.4 GHz machine with 8 GB RAM and Ubuntu/Linux
as operating system. For IBIS data with 27 wavelength
points, this reduced to about 0.1 s per profile on the same
computer. Running the code on a machine with 32 cores
of 2.7GHz and 64 GB of RAM with Solaris as operating
system, the time per profile reduced to 0.07 s per profile
when running a single job and about 0.2 s per profile for
ten jobs in parallel. The IDL code was optimized for
speed by making extensive use of the IDL-implemented
matrix and vector operations that are executed outside of
IDL and that thus profit from a multi-core architecture
even if the corresponding IDL session itself uses only a
single core. A single spectral scan of IBIS contains about
700,000 individual profiles inside the circular aperture
and therefore required about one day of computing time
using one job.
The archive of pre-calculated Ca ii spectra, the cor-
responding temperature and electron density strati-
fications, one example IBIS data set and the nec-
essary set of IDL routines can be downloaded
from ftp.nso.edu:/outgoing/cbeck/ca inv exam/. Please
check the README.TXT in the folder for more details
on the usage.
3.2. Assuming Non-Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium
The polarimetric data in Ca 854.2 nm obtained by
SPINOR were also inverted with the NICOLE code (see
also de la Cruz Rodr´ıguez et al. 2012, 2013). We as-
sumed a single atmospheric component and used three
cycles in each inversion. We repeated the inversion pro-
cess with a varied initial model ten times for each pixel
and retained the best result from the ten inversions. We
allowed for two, three and five nodes in temperature in
the first, second and third cycle, respectively. The cor-
responding numbers of nodes for the line-of-sight (LOS)
velocity were one, two, and three nodes. The proper-
ties of the magnetic field, microturbulence, macrotur-
bulence and the stray-light fraction were assumed to
be height-independent in all cycles. The initial model
atmosphere outside the LB area was very similar to
the Harvard Smithsonian Reference Atmosphere (HSRA;
Gingerich et al. 1971) model.
For all pixels in the LB and its surroundings, we started
five inversions in which we prescribed velocity peaks with
a Gaussian profile at a certain height in the atmosphere
because of their complex shape (cf. Figures 9 and 10
below). These velocity profiles had peak values from -7
to +28 km s−1. Although we allowed the initial velocity
stratification to correspond to a blue shift, a majority of
the best-fit NLTE profiles that successfully reproduced
the complex shape of the observed Ca 854.2 nm spectra
were finally red-shifted, in agreement with spatial maps
of the LOS line-core velocity of that line.
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Fig. 2.— Temperature maps at different levels of log τ in the inversion of one spectral scan of Ca 854.2 nm with IBIS. See Figure 5 below
for the approximate temperature ranges.
Fig. 3.— Temperature maps at different levels of log τ in the
inversion of the SPINOR Ca 854.2 nm data. See Figure 5 below
for the approximate temperature ranges.
One major drawback of the complete solution of the
NLTE problem is the required computing time. The
NICOLE code needed about 5 min per profile (depend-
ing on the optimization and regularization scheme) on
SPINOR spectra with about 400 wavelength points when
running a single pixel on a single core. The NLTE inver-
sion results turned out to be noisier in the spatial varia-
tion of inversion parameters despite using a very limited
number of degrees of freedom. We thus run a 3× 3 spa-
tial smoothing over the corresponding two-dimensional
(2D) maps (cf. Figure 5 below). Note that the stratifica-
tion of physical parameters in NLTE inversions spans a
larger optical depth range (up to log τ = −8) compared
to the LTE inversion (up to log τ = −6) as seen in Fig. 6.
The appendix shows examples of the fit quality of the
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Fig. 4.— 3D temperature renderings. Panels a/b: LB region from
the inversion of the SPINOR/IBIS Ca 854.2 nm spectra. Panels
c/d: full FOV and loop structure in the moat from the inversion
of one spectral scan of Ca 854.2 nm with IBIS. See also animation
1 (a), animation 2 (c) and animation 3 (d) in the on-line section.
LTE fit to the SPINOR and IBIS data and of the NLTE
fit to the SPINOR data.
4. RESULTS
4.1. LTE inversion
Figures 2 and 3 show the LTE inversion results for the
temperature at different optical depth layers for the IBIS
and SPINOR data, respectively. The temperature con-
trast in the IBIS data is significantly larger compared to
SPINOR because of the higher spatial resolution of the
IBIS data. In both data sets, the LB stands out in the
temperature maps at about log τ ∼ −3.0. The smaller
umbral core to the right of the LB is completely hidden
under a series of filaments for layers above log τ = −3.0.
The filamentary structure seen in the line-core image in
Figure 1 is reproduced in the temperature maps at higher
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Fig. 5.— Comparison of LTE (top row) and NLTE temperature (bottom row) at different levels of log τ . The color bar gives the range
of displayed temperatures at the different log τ levels. The red rectangles at log τ = −0.6 indicate the areas in umbra, penumbra and quiet
Sun over which the ratio of the temperature in the LTE and NLTE inversion was calculated (cf. Fig. 6 below).
atmospheric layers. The inversion results from the IBIS
spectra become slightly noisier at upper layers and more
coarse at lower layers than the results derived from the
SPINOR spectra. The former most likely is caused by
the fact that the LTE inversion does not consider LOS
velocities, which are larger in the IBIS data because of
their higher spatial resolution, while the latter is caused
by the coarser wavelength sampling in IBIS in the line
wing (cf. Figure 10) in comparison to the spectrograph
data. To a first order, both 2D spectroscopic and spec-
trograph data yield comparable results.
One of the main advantages of the LTE inversion over
a more direct conversion from the intensity at a given
wavelength to radiation temperature using the Planck
function (see, e.g., Reardon et al. 2009; Beck et al. 2012)
– apart from also taking the complete radiative transfer
through the best-fit model atmosphere into account – is
that the resulting temperature stratifications provide a
temperature cube vs. optical depth. We converted each
of the individual temperature stratifications from opti-
cal depth τ to geometrical height z using the tabulated
relation between τ and z as given in the HSRA. Three-
dimensional (3D) renderings of the temperature cubes
retrieved from the inversion are shown in Figure 4, and
also in animation 1 (LB in SPINOR data), animation
2 (full FOV in IBIS data) and animation 3 (loop struc-
ture in the moat) in the on-line section (see Beck et al.
2014 for details of the generation of the animations). As
shown in Beck et al. (2014), the 3D renderings can be
used to trace the thermal connectivity of individual fea-
tures in the solar photosphere and chromosphere. The
inversion of the complete time-series of IBIS scans allows
one to trace the temporal evolution of the topology as
well (animation 3).
4.2. NLTE inversion and LTE temperature correction
Figure 5 compares the results of the NLTE and LTE in-
version of the SPINORCa 854.2 nm spectra, while Figure
7 below shows scatter-plots of the temperature derived
Fig. 6.— Comparison of LTE and NLTE temperatures. Bottom
panel: average temperature stratifications. Middle panel: temper-
ature stratifications of a position in the penumbra. Top panel:
NLTE temperature correction for the LTE results.
by the two approaches for the same spectra.
The LTE and NLTE inversion results match quite close
in the low atmosphere up to about log τ ∼ −1.8 (Figure
5). The spatial patterns in the LTE and NLTE tempera-
ture maps start to deviate higher in the atmosphere. The
LTE temperature mimics the appearance of the spectra
with increasingly more fibrils at upper layers correspond-
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Fig. 7.— Scatter-plots of the NLTE vs. LTE temperature with (blue dots) and w/o correction (black dots) in the full FOV. The black
dashed lines indicate a one-to-one correlation. The red solid lines in the bottom row give the average value of the corrected LTE temperature
(over-plotted in the bottom row as blue dots). The log τ value is given in the upper left corner of each panel.
ing to wavelengths close to the line core, while the LB
becomes the most prominent feature in the NLTE results.
The temperature in the LTE inversion does not in-
crease in the upper atmosphere because of the limita-
tion of the LTE assumption, while the NLTE inversion
results shows the expected trend of increasing tempera-
ture (Figure 6). This is especially clear in the average
temperature stratifications shown in the bottom panel of
Figure 6. The scatter-plots in Figure 7 reveal, however,
that there is some correlation between the temperatures
of the LTE and NLTE inversion even for log τ < −3.
This was seen much clearer when only the uncorrected
LTE-NLTE relation was plotted with its smaller temper-
ature range on the y-axes of the bottom row of Figure
7. The main offset from the unity relation was found to
be an optical-depth-dependent temperature offset rather
than a lack of correlation.
We therefore calculated the ratio between the individ-
ual temperature stratifications of the NLTE and LTE
inversion results for each spatial position in four regions
inside the FOV. We selected one area in the quiet Sun,
in the penumbra and in the umbra (red rectangles at
log τ = −0.6 in Figure 5) and also averaged the resulting
ratio of temperatures over the entire FOV. The ratios of
NLTE to LTE temperatures (top panel of Figure 6) stay
close to unity up to about log τ = −3.0, but increase to a
factor of about 2.5 at log τ = −6.0 in the quiet Sun and
to a factor of about 4 at log τ = −6.0 in the umbra.
The temperature ratio provides a basic correction fac-
tor for the temperature stratifications derived by the
LTE inversion. Applying the correction given by the av-
erage of the ratio over the full FOV separately to all
individual LTE temperature stratifications and calculat-
ing again the average temperature stratification after the
correction yields naturally a close match to the average
temperature stratification of the NLTE inversion (blue
and black line in bottom panel of Figure 6). Using a ran-
domly picked position inside the penumbra shows that
the correction only converts nearly perfectly from LTE
to NLTE on average, but it still reduces the mismatch
between the LTE and NLTE approach significantly (blue
and black line in the middle panel of Figure 6). The
scatter plots of Figure 7 show the same effect of match-
ing LTE to NLTE temperatures by the correction fac-
tor. The average values of LTE and NLTE temperatures
above log τ = −4.0 (red lines in the bottom row of Figure
7) follow a one-to-one correlation, with a scatter that is
comparable to the uncorrected LTE case.
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We presented a fast (≪ 1 s per profile) inversion code
for Ca ii IR spectra at 854.2 nm. We found no significant
difference when applying it to moderately sparsely sam-
pled 2D spectroscopic data or spectrograph data with
a larger spectral coverage and equidistant spectral sam-
pling. The inversion code delivers temperature stratifi-
cations assuming LTE. From a comparison with a NLTE
inversion of the same spectra, we derived a correction
curve for the LTE temperature stratifications that on
average matches LTE and NLTE results.
The archive of temperature stratifications that is part
of the code can be directly used to synthesize other spec-
tral lines as well, e.g., the other Ca ii IR lines at 849.8
and 866.2 nm, or Ca ii H and K. The correction of the
LTE temperatures to match more closely the more so-
phisticated NLTE result should not depend strongly on
which spectral line is actually inverted. There should,
however, be an additional deviation between LTE and
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NLTE temperatures for Ca ii H and K. Partial frequency
redistribution is more important for these lines than for
the Ca ii IR lines, while both our LTE code and the cur-
rent version of NICOLE assume complete frequency re-
distribution (Socas-Navarro et al. 2014).
A replacement of the LTE archive with any suited set of
NLTE spectra would be the best possible improvement.
This should be possible with the release of NICOLE or
using the RH code (Uitenbroek 2001). The inversion
code is still lacking a good method to include LOS veloc-
ities in the approach. The line cores of all Ca ii lines can
exhibit intensity reversals that prevent using the stan-
dard velocity proxies used with photospheric lines. For
most of the data that we inverted up to now, the lack of
LOS velocities was, however, not critical for the inver-
sion. At the typical spectral sampling of the data, even
Doppler shifts from sonic flows yield only a displacement
of less than 5 pixels. Without velocity gradients, the LTE
archive profiles are always perfectly symmetric around
the line core. Another feature not taken into account
currently is the inclination of the LOS to the solar sur-
face vertical for off-centre observations. This presumably
would require to synthesize the archive spectra taking the
heliocentric angle of the observations into account.
The current inversion code can be applied to any kind
of Ca 854.2 nm spectra, with the caveat that an even
more sparse sampling than in the current case (27 wave-
length points) might turn out to be critical. With its
speed, the code allows us to invert even series of, e.g.,
IBIS spectra with about 700,000 profiles per spectral scan
in a reasonable time. It might be possible to speed up
the inversion by applying a principal component analysis
to the synthetic archive spectra (cf. Casini et al. 2013).
It would be potentially interesting to apply it routinely
to the full-disk Ca 854.2 nm spectra taken by the Synop-
tic Optical Long-term Investigations of the Sun (SOLIS;
Keller & Solis Team 2001; Raouafi et al. 2008) telescope.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Our inversion approach provides a method for a fast
analysis of chromospheric Ca ii spectra to derive an es-
timate for the corresponding temperature stratifications.
The results can be roughly corrected for NLTE effects
using a static temperature correction curve derived from
a comparison to an NLTE inversion. Thanks to its speed,
an application to even extended data sets of millions of
spectra, like nowadays obtained routinely with modern
fast 2D spectrometers, is possible in a reasonable time
without resorting to massive computations.
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Fig. 8.— Comparison of observed and best-fit spectra. Top panel: SPINOR slit spectra. Bottom panel: spectra along columns of the
IBIS FOV. For the SPINOR data, the left sub-panel always shows the observed spectra, the middle sub-panel the LTE best-fit spectra and
the right sub-panel the NLTE best-fit spectra. For the IBIS data, only observed and LTE best-fit spectra are shown.
APPENDIX
FIT QUALITY
Figures 8 to 10 show comparisons of observed and best-fit spectra. The top panel of Figure 8 shows slit-spectra of
SPINOR for 10 scan steps with the corresponding LTE and NLTE best-fit spectra while the bottom panel shows 20
sets of spectra along columns of the IBIS FOV. In the SPINOR best-fit spectra, the vertical interference fringes are
missing because the inversion codes have no degree of freedom to reproduce them. For most spectra neglecting the
LOS velocities is seen to have no real impact on the fit quality, especially in the line wings. The same generally good
match of observed and best-fit spectra is seen for the IBIS spectra in the bottom panel of Figure 8.
The individual spectra in Figures 9 and 10 show for which profiles the LTE fit procedure fails and where also
the NLTE inversion encounters difficulties. Note that the observed spectra used as input for the NLTE fit were not
subjected to the same series of correction steps as needed for the LTE fit and thus differ slightly in, e.g., the line depth
or the shape of the line close to the line core. In the left halves of both figures spectra along a cut across the sunspot
are shown. These observed spectra are usually well reproduced by the LTE and NLTE best-fit spectra.
The middle panels of the right halves of Figures 9 and 10 correspond to where the cut passed across the location of
the light bridge. Here, the inversion approach is often not able to reproduce the observed shape with a single, large
emission peak. Such profiles are not contained in the LTE archive, thus only the line wing can be fully fitted. In the
line core sometimes only a rough match is achieved in the LTE case by using a profile with a double-peaked emission
pattern that mimics the line-core intensity of the observed profile but not its actual shape (cf. the middle right panels
of Figure 9). The (one-component) NLTE inversion also had problems with these “abnormal” profiles in the light
bridge. On a few test inversions, the final NLTE best-fit solution would vary between large red and blue shifts with a
corresponding increase and decrease of temperature, to create a single emission peak either by strong Doppler-shifted
emission or strong Doppler-shifted absorption. For such profiles, an explicit modeling of the stratification might be
required, at least as initial model, because even the NLTE fit could not directly find a good or unique solution for the
atmospheric stratification.
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Fig. 9.— Individual spectra in the SPINOR data on vertical cuts across the sunspot. Left twelve panels: at scan step 86. Right twelve
panels: at scan step 109 across the LB. Black/red lines at top in each panel: observed/best-fit spectra in the LTE fit. Black/blue lines at
bottom: observed/best-fit spectra in the NLTE fit displaced by an offset in y for better visibility.
Fig. 10.— Individual spectra in the IBIS data on vertical cuts across the sunspot. Left panels: at column 500. Right panel: at column
550 across the LB. Black/red lines: observed/best-fit spectra. The pluses in the upper left panel denote the sampled wavelengths.
